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One stop shop for all your denim needs….
Chelsea Mills LLP offers a complete solution for denim clothing from design to
production.
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ABOUT US

Incorporated in the year 1978 by Mr. M K Jain, a first generation entrepreneur and business
leader, Chelsea Mills LLP is an Indian diversified Apparel company headquartered in
Gurgaon (National Capital Region), India.
Today we are one of the leading manufacturers and
exporter of children and adult fashion garments from India.
With over 40 years of manufacturing experience and
commitment to manufacturing as per global standards, we
offer a complete solution for all your denim requirements.
Our niche and forte is producing fashion denims for
children, women and men. We are recognized by our
customers for producing finely crafted apparel with a lot of
value addition in terms of washes, embellishments, surface
ornamentation et cetera.
As an organization we are constantly exploring new opportunities for growth
(organic and inorganic) that may be available time to time and we have thus
taken steps to diversify in the following sectors: Infrastructure sector, Real
Estate, Hotels, Defense services uniform manufacturing et cetera.

VISION AND MISSION

To be global pioneers in the realm of Denim Apparel manufacturing by
promoting Best practices through technology and design. Explore new
opportunities, diversify And leverage the vast business experience for both
organic and inorganic growth.

Be one stop shop for all your denim needs.Promote excellence
and innovation in the field of Denim garments manufacturing through
passion and use of best production methods. Win customer loyalty, have
happy and repeat customers and place customer satisfaction as the single
most important reason to do business.
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MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER

Chelsea Mills LLP was founded in 1978 in New
Delhi, India with a dream to serve the Apparel
industry. My vision for the company is based on
hard work, strong value system, open
communication, a very strong emphasis on
producing Quality products on time as per
customer expectations and a high level of
responsibility towards all the stakeholders and
the environment. In all these years spent in the
Apparel industry I have learnt that these traits
are the mantra for success!!!
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MEET OUR TEAM
A textile designer by profession and a partner at Chelsea Mills LLP, Neeru is a founding
partner of the organization. A creative woman with an eye for fashion and good taste
in design, she has made immense valuable contribution in the area of design by virtue
of her vast experience, knowledge and understanding of fashion and apparel industry
which has helped Chelsea Mills LLP scale greater heights and become an iconic denim
apparel manufacturing company. She enjoys travelling, meeting customers, visiting
exhibitions and trade shows to keep herself updated with the latest trends in the
fashion world. A Socially responsible individual, she ensures taking time off and
investing in a lot of CSR activities for the group and supporting the underprivileged.

NEERU JAIN
PARTNER CHELSEA MILLS

Rishabh is an International Business graduate from the Purdue University, USA. A true
entrepreneur and a go getter, Rishabh founded Chelsea Blocks and Pipes Private
limited at a very young age and is responsible for its success and growth. He has been
instrumental in conceiving the idea of setting up a state of the art concrete plant and
importing German machinery to offer the best to the infrastructure industry and filling
the gaps. A great resourceful leader and a mentor, Rishabh always likes to lead from
the front, set examples and help his teams navigate through the ups and downs of
business.

RISHABH JAIN
JAIN and Managing Director
Founder

Chelsea Blocks & Pipes private limited.

Anuj is a computer science graduate from St Stephen’s college, Delhi and holds a PG
certificate from the Indian Institute of Management (IIM), Calcutta. He has
extensive experience in Export Marketing, International Business Development,
customer retention, production management and heads up the Apparel Operation.
His core skills are marketing, sourcing & procurement, business administration and
creative solutions. He enjoys ensuring that the operation runs smoothly and the
business generates profits without any compromise on integrity and value system
of the organization. He understands the business inside-out.
ANUJ BHATIA
BUSINESS HEAD

C.P.Parmar is a Textile graduate from the Sasmira institute and has extensive
experience of working with Textile mills and Garment processing companies. He has
worked with Raymond Woolen Mills Ltd. and other prestigious textile and
processing units in the past. A very large part of his career has been spent in setting
up and heading state of the art laundries specializing in denim washing. He has
been associated with Chelsea Mills for the past 25 years and brings more than 3
decades of overall experience in Wet processing, textile chemistry, apparel
manufacturing and spear heads the laundry operation at Chelsea Mills LLP. An
analytical, detailed and a passionate technical professional he enjoys accepting
challenges and solving everyday intriguing problems.
Mr. Chandra Prakash Parmar
Head Laundry Operations
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OUR BUSINESSES
APPAREL MANUFACTURING & EXPORTS
Chelsea Mills LLP is a 42 year old establishment
manufacturing and exporting ready-made apparel to
leading fashion brands, specialty stores, e-commerce
customers and fast fashion retailers globally and within
India. The company is amongst the few niche denim
garment suppliers in India and is recognized by its
customers for its product quality, on-time delivery,
sampling, design & sourcing support and sustainable
production practices leading to a positive environmental
impact. The company tries to measure its environmental
impact with regards to water , energy and chemicals with
the help of EIM ( Environmental Impact measure )
software and is always ahead in taking measures to
conserve energy , water and chemicals.

All its production units are socially compliant and work on a lean production model with the help of
best production practices and latest modern machinery. The company also offers value addition to
its customers by providing support (both design and production) in the area of embroideries,
sequins application, rhinestones application, crystals, patches and all kinds of quilting and
patchworks which are all done in-house. The company has a state of the art In-house laundry at
Industrial township of Manesar, in the Gurgaon district. The laundry uses all modern machines,
good quality environmental friendly approved chemicals and efficient processes to offer a superior
product to brands. We also provide energy, chemical and water savings by virtue of using efficient
processes and latest machines like Ozone (water less washing), soft-flow, Laser etc.
During the pandemic Chelsea Mills LLP started manufacturing fabric face masks, PPE kits and
other textile products to support the communities at large.
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BLOCKS AND PIPES
CHELSEA CONCRETE
We, at Chelsea Concrete, manufacture and
deliver the best concrete products in the region.
Our ethos is simple; build the best product, keep
developing new designs and maintain the highest
standard of quality. This commitment is selfevident in the fact that we have one the best
manufacturing plants in the world, today. Our
complete automated system leaves no room for
error or delay.
Quality of the finished product depends on the
quality of the raw material. We source only the
finest aggregate, cement, sand, fly ash available.
We have helped our vendors to better organize
themselves and improve on the quality that they
offer. We continue to do so, daily.
We are dedicated to reducing the carbon footprint
and the soil erosion caused by using traditional
building material like clay bricks.

VISIT CHELSEA CONCRETE:

WWW.CHELSEACONCRETE.COM

CHELSEA RESORTS (HYATT REGENCY)

HOSPITALITY
Chelsea Mills LLP has made a foray in the
growing hospitality industry. Our subsidiary
Chelsea Resorts LLP is setting up an
upscale full service resort in the picturesque
Kasauli hills area of Himachal Pradesh. The
92 room resort, under a franchise
arrangement with the prestigious Hyatt
International under their brand Hyatt
Regency to operate and manage the resort
is going be an address and sought after
destination in the scenic Kasauli hills region
of Himachal Pradesh. The project is
expected to be operational by 2021
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TECHNICAL TEXTILES

Chelsea Mills Technical Textiles, Protective clothing & Uniforms
Chelsea Mills LLP has lately diversified
in to manufacturing special purpose
apparel for high altitudes and extreme
cold conditions for the defense forces
and work closely on Government
tenders for the Indian military
establishment. It is also manufacturing
uniforms which include Jackets, Shirts,
Trousers, Parkas, Anoraks et cetera.
The company has also ventured in the
area of technical textiles and protective
clothing which are made in textiles with
special finishes to match the purpose
and utility.
During the pandemic Chelsea Mills LLP, to support a cause, started manufacturing Fabric face
masks, PPE kits and other textile products to support the communities at large.

REAL ESTATE:

Chelsea Mills LLP made a foray in the real estate sector a few years back with the successful
launch of their first successfully delivered project comprising independent floors in the upscale
Gurgaon region under the brand name “ The Carmine “. The company received a very good
response and shall very soon be launching Phase 2 of the project in Gurgaon.
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PRODUCTS

CHILDREN’S APPAREL
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WOMEN’S APPAREL
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MEN’S APPAREL
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ACCESSORIES
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UNIFORMS

PPE KIT
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DEFENCE
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CUSTOMERS
We take pride in maintaining strong business relationships and
being associated with top of the line International retailers and
fashion houses like The Gap Inc., Banana Republic, Zara, Esprit,
Monsoon and a few specialized ecommerce players like Primary
kids and Lucy & Yak. Besides we have also partnered with a startup
brand Blu & Blue in New York

CHELSEA MILLS
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PARTNERSHIP

Blu & Blue New York
Chelsea Mills is proud to join hands with a premium
New York based denim brand Blu & Blue New York and
is a preferred supplier of choice for manufacturing its
collections. Looking at the synergies between the two
organizations, the company expects the business to
grow in the premium business segment which shall give
it an opportunity to further add high end brands in its list
of upmarket customers.
VISIT US AT:

CHELSEA MILLS
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SUSTAINABILITY

More and More businesses today are adopting a new Paradigm in
creating a sustainable business model. A model which balances the
needs of the present generation without compromising the well-being of
the future generations.
As a socially responsible company we completely understand our role
and responsibility towards the society and the environment. We as an
organization have taken a lot of initiatives to reduce the potential impact
of our business on the environment by improving the water, energy and
chemical efficiency. Below are some of the initiatives:

CHELSEA MILLS
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INITIATIVE TOWARDS SUSTAINABLITY

1.
. ETP and Water Recycling:

2) Energy Conservation:

3) Laundry Processes:

We have a state of the art
Effluent Treatment / Water
recycling plant to reduce water
demand wherein more than
85 % of the fully treated waste
water is recycled and circled
back to use.

We have been using solar
energy to heat the water,
used in our laundry
processes, up to 50-60
degrees centigrade. We
have also installed solar
panels to generate our own
solar energy. This energy
generated is utilized in
various processes.

Our Technical teams and
Laundry specialists are
consistently working on
recipes to reduce the liquor
ratio without affecting the
wash outcome, which means
reduced consumption of
water used in the wash
processes
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4) Environment Impact Measure (EIM) Software:
We have also installed software to assess the environmental impact and measure it against
predefined industry benchmarks. This helps us to monitor our processes in four categories; Water
consumption, Energy consumption, Chemicals used and worker health.

5) Ozone / Waterless Washing:
We have installed Ozone machines in our laundry which use Dry Ozone gas in place of Bleach
and water and thus produce the desired wash effects; this eliminates usage of water and reduces
consumption of chemicals.

6) Detox / Zero Discharge of Hazardous chemicals (ZDHC):
As a part of Greenpeace International’s Detox
campaign, test results of samples of waste water are
periodically uploaded on the IPE (Institute of Public
and Environmental affairs) website. Furthermore we
are registered on the ZDHC gateway which is a
program towards eliminating the use of hazardous
chemicals in the fashion and textile industry. Samples
of wastewater from our ETP plant are picked up periodically and tested in the authorized labs to
ensure there is conformity to the standards defined by ZDHC.

7) H2O Insight:

We are registered on the H2O Insight website which is
designed to make it easy to collect water used in global
production and identify opportunities to improve water
efficiency.

8) Higgs Index:

We are registered on the Higgs Index which is a suite of tools
designed by the Sustainable Apparel coalition to measure a
company’s or product’s sustainability performance.
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9) ORGANIC / GOTS and OCS Certified:

Our facilities are approved to produce Organic apparel products. We
have been approved for GOTS (Global organic Textile standard) and
OCS production. We are also BCI (Better Cotton Initiative) Approved
and can transfer credits to our retail customers if they are BCI
approved as well. Our Mill partners are also approved to supply us
Organic and BCI approved fabrics. So we can deliver products which
are labeled as Organic.

10) Close Association with Brands:

We work very closely with brands on all
environment related matters as also mentioned
above thus ensuring that there is minimal impact
on the environment and natural resources. For
example we are working very closely with The
Gap Inc. on a special program called “ India water
partnership program “ which is aimed at reducing
energy , chemicals and water consumption in our
processes. To achieve this special team of
consultants is appointed who are working closely
with Gap and our teams. We are also Approved
from Zara (Inditex) for a special program called
“JOIN LIFE “which is aimed towards sustainability and producing fashion in an environmental
friendly way. Join Life products carry tags like “Care for Fiber “, “Care for Water “and “Care for
Planet “.

11) Recycled Fabrics:

We work closely with our mill partners to use
fabrics which are made from recycled materials
and PCW (Post-consumer waste). This is a
circular business model where in fabrics are
made from Old clothes and used again to make
new clothes.
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CUSTOMER’S WALL

“Chelsea has been one of our denim suppliers for a
while now. We are happy with their attitude as they
take ownership of the product and are willing to walk
an extra mile should there be a need. They come across
as integral, honest and ethical suppliers who value time
and order commitment”.

Chris Renwick
COO & Co-founder Lucy & Yak

“Chelsea Mills is a factory we can trust. I have been
placing orders in their factories for more than 5 years
and they have proven that more than a supplier they
are a Brand partner. I highly recommend Chelsea
Mills. Always updating their Product Development
teams with the most innovative technology,
sustainability improvements and following the Fashion
trends.
All the best,

Agustin Caprile
VP Head of Buying ESPRIT EUROPE, 2018
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PRESS AND SOCIAL
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CONTACT
360 Udyog Vihar Phase IV Gurgaon 122016 Haryana.
T. +91-124-4556500/F. +91-124-4103537
Info@chelseamills.com
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